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Credit Suisse AG
Credit Suisse’ Strategy Update Highlights Execution
Challenges in Unsupportive Market Environment

On 23 March 2016, Credit Suisse AG (CS, A1/A2 stable, baa2)1 announced an acceleration
of its restructuring strategy, just five months after rolling out its strategy update in October
2015. Management’s update identified further cost takeout and reductions in its outsized and
illiquid credit risk positions in its Global Markets (GM) business. This strategy update did not
affect our assessment of CS' broader restructuring exercise, as we expected the unwinding
of non-core assets and reduction of the capital markets activities outlined with the October
2015 strategy update to weigh on earnings, especially in 2016.

This latest announcement is in response to a difficult environment that has seen market
activity further weaken and distressed credit and securitized product exposures, in particular,
suffer price declines. The aim of these actions is to improve the Global Markets’ business’
operational leverage and shift the risk profile of the continuing business towards higher
quality, more liquid products. While the focus of this update was largely on reassessing risk
in the GM business, management indicated strong performance from its other businesses,
noting a combined CHF 15.2 billion in net new assets in its Asia Pacific (APAC), Swiss
Universal Bank (SUB) and International Wealth Management (IWM) businesses.

This strategy update follows shortly after the firm's October strategy announcement,
suggestive of two key elements. Firstly, the market backdrop has deteriorated to such
an extent that management felt compelled to reinforce aspects of the initial strategy.
Management's responsiveness indicates a limited appetite for exposures outside of its risk
appetite and a desire not to be held hostage to current market forces. Secondly, the strategy
update indicates that market conditions will heavily influence management’s ability to
successfully execute on the restructuring of Global Markets. The market pressures seen in
the fourth quarter of 2015 and into the first quarter of 2016 were outside management's
expectation and indicate a clearly challenging operating environment.

Following the October strategy update and fourth quarter 2015 results, we expected 2016
operating performance to be a challenge. During the fourth quarter, Credit Suisse consumed
approximately 80 basis points of CET1 capital, ending the year at a 11.4% fully loaded Basel
III CET1 ratio. According to management’s updated guidance, CS will maintain a CET1 ratio
of 11-12% in 2016. We believe this guidance could be pressured in the first half of 2016 due
to (i) further identified gross writedowns of $346 million through 11 March 2016, (ii) the
acceleration of restructuring costs and (iii) continuation of the weak market environment.
While in the near term capital levels may come under pressure, management does have
a variety of levers, notably (i) the organic capital generation from its APAC, SUB and IWM
businesses, (ii) identified asset disposals of CHF 1 billion in 2016, (iii) capital accretive wind-
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down of assets in its Strategic Resolution Unit (SRU) and (iv) a possible capital benefit of CHF 2-4 billion in proceeds due from the
anticipated minority IPO of SUB in the second half of 2017. We note uncertainties of RMBS litigation could impose pressures on
capital.

While the cost takeout should lead, favorably, to a more efficient and flexible GM business with a relatively reduced risk profile, we
are concerned the further cost takeout could result in substantial revenue attrition. Key areas of cost cutting and reductions in risk
positions, notably Securitized Products and Credit, have been two of GM’s historically highest returning businesses. Reduced headcount
in those areas could have implications for the bank’s ability to service these clients. In addition, while the cuts are primarily focused
on activities which do not face core clients, are capital intensive, and have greater earnings volatility, notably distressed trading and
securitized products, if reducing or exiting those activities limits the bank’s view of market pricing dynamics, it could limit the bank’s
ability to serve core clients in adjacent markets which remain strategic.

With the discontinuities of fixed income credit markets, maintaining leadership in Leveraged Finance will require accepting some level
of illiquid risk positions in facilitating client trading activity. While the buildup of distressed trading and other illiquid positions evidence
past incongruities of risk and risk appetite, the shift of USD 10-15 billion of RWAs to the SRU is positive due to the improved visibility
and discipline in reducing such risk.

Ratings Considerations

We rate Credit Suisse Group’s senior unsecured debt rating (P)Baa3 and the senior unsecured ratings of its main operating entity,
Credit Suisse AG, A2. The rating outlook is stable, reflecting a balance of the near-term pressures evident in the restructuring plan
against the credit positive elements should the plan prove successful. We expect CS to face near-term capital and profitability
pressures, supported by strong cash generative APAC, IWM and SUB businesses along with the possibility of a capital raise through the
planned IPO of a minority stake in its Swiss Universal Bank.
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Endnotes
1 The bank ratings shown in this report are the bank’s deposit rating/senior unsecured debt rating and their outlook, and its baseline credit assessment.
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